[On the mechanism of ikaron-1 anti-naupathia action].
Pneumomicroinjection of vestibuloprotector ikaron-1 (Russia) in specific neurons of the medial vestibular nucleus (MVN) was studied in cats immobilized by muscle relaxants using microelectrode devices. The original preparation had a direct effect on the majority of MVN neurons (95 %). Thirty four neurons of 37 cells (92 %) developed an inhibitory response, only one cell (3 %) was activated and 2 neurons (5 %) were areactive. Therefore, the inhibitory reaction to the preparation was 34 times more often than excitatory. An investigation of the MVN neurons activity evoked by adequate stimulation of the vestibular apparatus showed that ikaron-1 attenuates the evoked response in 92 % cells. This phenomenon could be behind the ikaron-lantinaupathia action.